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Abstract: Emergent advancements in technology, new business requirements and stakeholder’s needs escort
to frequent migration from legacy systems to more powerful, dedicated, secure and reliable computing systems.
Different reverse engineering methodologies, techniques and tools are used to extract artifacts from existing
legacy systems starting from the implementations and going back to design, architecture and requirements.
Most presented techniques supplemented with tool support are specific to particular projects and their
generalization and customization is always questionable. This paper presents customizable software reverse
engineering technique integrated with different recovery techniques and tools to extract different artifacts from
legacy systems. The concept of technique is validated through different examples.
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INTRODUCTION dead and 80% of IT systems are running on legacy

Today’s technology is unfortunately tomorrow’s cost of software is increasing with respect  to  time  and
legacy systems because of ever increasing trend toward the  use  of  reverse  engineering  is  getting more and
adoption of new technology and complexity of systems. more attention in the field of legacy and embedded
The long life cycles, continuous maintenance, new applications. Mostly existing techniques and tools are
business requirements and technology evolutions supporting the object oriented languages but they lack
demand the restructuring/refactoring/re-engineering of similar support for procedural languages which really
legacy software systems that were developed 10-15 years requires their restructuring, refactoring and reengineering
ago. The field of reverse engineering has gained major as mentioned in above references. For example, COBOL
attention of researchers during the last two decades due applications are still used by different Government,
to its benefits for understanding existing legacy systems private and commercial organizations which require their
and transitions of these systems into modern systems re-engineering. Data reengineering is most important
which can cope with recent technology and business aspect  for  data  intensive  applications  in  order to
needs. It is an important decision to develop a completely recover database transactions stored hundreds of years
new system from scratch, or to reuse the existing system before.
components and libraries in the new system development Reverse engineering can extract design information
which definitely can save the cost as well as time. It is from source code at higher level of abstraction.  Ideally
evident from history that documents normally generated the abstraction level should be as high as possible which
during the development of systems are inconsistent with is difficult to achieve. “The completeness of a reverse
the source code due to frequent maintenance in structure engineering process refers to the level of detail that is
of the existing systems. Source code is frequently the provided at an abstraction level”. In most cases, the
only complete and reliable software artifact available for completeness decreases as the abstraction level increases
reverse engineering legacy systems. According to IBM [3 4]. Abstraction play key role during reverse engineering
survey report of different legacy applications, 250 billion process because there is huge abstraction gap between
lines of source code are maintained in 2000 [1]. It is also the artifacts available in the source code and artifacts at
reported in another study that old languages are still not design level.

platforms [2]. Statistics clearly reflect that the maintenance
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Fig. 1: RE process model.

To the best of our knowledge, there is still no technique is overcomes the limitation discussed above.
standard, customizable and well-defined software reverse The technique is flexible for extraction, abstraction and
engineering technique widely accepted and used by the presentation of artifacts. The rest of paper is organized as
whole reverse engineering community. In forward follows:
engineering, software goes through several phases of
system development including from requirement The overview and concept of technique is presented
specifications to design and implementation. Different in section 2. Section 3 discusses the related state of
process models are generally used by the developers to the art. Finally, conclusion and future work is
manage complexity, time constraints according to the discussed in section 4.
requirements of application. Reverse engineers define
their own process model according to their requirements, Overview of Reverse Engineering Abstraction
nature of source code and available sources of Technique: A key success to reverse engineering is a
information. The used process models lack integration well-defined reverse engineering methodology that could
support with the recovery techniques and tools. The be used for extracting different artifacts from legacy
process of examining the existing system can be facilitated applications. A common downfall of reverse engineering
with effective integration of various recovery techniques projects is due to poor or non existent planning data and
and available tools. The new tools can be developed not standard well defined methods. The presented
according to requirements of the process. Moreover, technique is extension of our previous work [22] and it
customization of reverse engineering process models is consists of extraction, abstraction and presentation steps.
highly desirable due to variant needs of different Each step can be customized according to the
maintainers and engineers. requirements of engineers. The detail of each step is

The  application  of  reverse  engineering  technique discussed below:
is dependent on ones cognitive abilities, preferences,
familiarity  with  application  domain  and  on  set of Extraction: The purpose of extraction step is to extract
support facilities provided by reverse engineering required  information  from  an  examined  legacy
techniques. The technique must  help  to  generate application. The abstract view of Extraction step is
different views, diagrams, graphs, metrics and text presented in Fig 1. Extraction step uses following models:
descriptions  that  represent  the  system   at  various
levels  of   abstraction.   Existing   techniques   are Domain Model.
specific only to particular language(s) for reverse Mapping Model.
engineering  of   artifacts.  Some  techniques  are Source code Model.
automatic and they do not involve human interaction Design Model.
during reverse engineering process. Moreover, Functional Model.
techniques  fail  to  extract  artifacts  form  source  code Feature Model.
which is written in multiple languages. The proposed Reflection Model
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Domain Model: A domain model is the sketch of the key save time and cost. The example of extracted domain
concepts within the domain which is used to clarify the model presented in our previous work [29] and this
concepts and convey ideas. A domain model is the information is further used in source code model.
abstraction behind what the system does. Domain
knowledge helps understanding and overcoming the Mapping Model: Mapping Model bridges between all the
complexity of the recovered information about the system models and helps to consolidate the other models. It is
under investigation. Knowledge about the commonalities used to map the components and entities identified during
and variability within a system helps the maintainer to high level model with the entities available in the source
establish necessary abstractions. Domain analysis code at various levels of abstraction. Here user can define
techniques presented in [8] can supplement different different pattern specifications and map these patterns
activities which are important for domain model. The with the source code entities. The matched results are
programming language used in the legacy source code compared with the information already available in the
affect the parameters which are planned for creation and domain model.
analysis of domain model. For example, In OO programs, The patterns may be refined to extract the low level
additional abstractions that capture domain concepts are details from the source code. The user iteratively maps the
achieved through encapsulation and polymorphism [24]. different entities of source code such as files, classes,

The domain model can be build with the help of functions and variables to determine the relationship
following recovery approaches. between entities in the source code and entities available

Domain based recovery approaches [8]. with the packages and may compare the results with the
Concept analysis approaches [9]. information available in the domain model. The naming
Program comprehension based approaches [10]. conventions in the system artifacts can be used to map
Feature modelling approaches [11]. patterns using regular expressions. The technique used
Metrics based approaches [12]. by Murphy et. al [14] can be used for mapping purpose.
Design Pattern based approaches [17 7]. Following examples show the mapping of different source

The objectives and possible source of information for
above recovery approaches and domain model may be (package\s*(\w)+)|(JClM)
obtained from following: C:\stefen\EinkaufszentrumProjekt *.java

Identification of goals. \sGui\s C:\stefen\EinkaufszentrumProjekt *.class
Artifacts collection.
Existing implementations and documents. We evaluated mapping model on Client Messaging
Expert Knowledge. Software [26] for extraction of different artifacts which are
Maintenance reports. used for understanding this legacy COBOL application
Source code and comments. and mapping its source code with different artifacts. The
Customer surveys. COBOL program consists of four divisions. The pattern a
End-users. is used to extract the main four divisions of COBOL
APIs and Database schema. program. Similarly the patterns b, c, d and e are used to
Visual Modelling. extract the contents of identification, environment, data

The extracted domain model can be represented using code respectively. Pattern f and e used to extract the
different views or standard UML diagrams. It is imperative different files structure and open COBOL file statement.
to use appropriate resources before starting the reverse Further we can define different pattern definitions
engineering process depending on their availability. according to our requirements to extract procedure calls,
Reverse engineering is a time consuming activity and it file structures, comments and other artifacts from source
should be clear at the start how far to go as a trade off code. Table 1 shows the pattern definitions and results
against the time and cost. Every legacy system may not extracted from Client Messaging (Messaging software in
be suitable for reverse engineering and early decision may COBOL) [26]. 

in the domain model. The user can map different classes

code entities with the entities of domain model.

\sAwk\s C:\stefen\EinkaufszentrumProjekt *.*

and procedure divisions from the legacy COBOL source
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Table 1: Artifacts from Client Messaging
Artifacts Pattern Result
LOSC ^(.*) 23396
Blank lines ^[\s]*$ 197
Comments \*\s*\w+|\*(.*) 7000
Procedures (CALL)\s*(Identifier| literal) 455
Go to statements (GO TO)\s*(Identifier) 2700
Files FD\s+\w+ 45

a: COBDIV-IDENTIFICATION
DIVISION|ENVIRONMENT DIVISION|DATA
DIVISION|PROCEDURE DIVISION

b: (IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.)\s*PROGRAM-ID.\s*

(\w)+\.\s*
((AUTHOR.)\s*(\w)+\.\s*)?((INSTALLATION.)

\s*(\w)+\. \s*)?((DATE-WRITTEN.)\s*((0[1-
9 ] | 1 [ 0 1 2 ] ) [ - / . ] ( 0 [ 1 - 9 ] | [ 1 2 ] [ 0 - 9 ] | 3 [ 0 1 ] ) [ -
/.](19|20)\d\d)\.\s*)?((DATE-COMPILED.)\s*((0[1-
9 ] | 1 [ 0 1 2 ] ) [ - / . ] ( 0 [ 1 - 9 ] | [ 1 2 ] [ 0 - 9 ] | 3 [ 0 1 ] ) [ -
/.](19|20)\d\d)\.\s*)?((SECURITY.)\s*(\w)+\.\s*)?
((REMARKS.)\s*(\w)+\.\s*)?

c: (([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-
$]*))\.\s*(WITH\s*DEBUGGING\s*

MODE\s*\.)?)(OBJECT-COMPUTER.\s*(([a-zA-Z][a-
zA-Z0-9-$]*))\.\s*))(SPECIAL-
NAMES.\s*(CURRENCY
SIGN)\s*(IS)\s*\'\$\'\s*(DECIMAL-POINT)\s*(IS)\s*

( COMM A ) \ s* \ . ) ? ) ) ? \ s* ( ( I N PUT- O U T PUT
SECTION.)\s*((FILE-CONTROL)\s*(SELECT\s*(([a-
zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-$]*))\s*(ASSIGN TO)\s*(([a-zA-
Z][a-zA-Z0-9-
$]*))\s*(\.)?\s*)*\s*(ORGANIZATION)\s*(IS)\s*

(SEQUENTIAL|RELATIVE|INDEXED)\s*ACCESS\
s*MODE\s*IS\s*(SEQUENTIAL|RANDOM|
DYNAMIC)

\s*RECORD\s*KEY\s*IS\s*(([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-
$]*))\s*(WITH DUPLICATES)?\s*(ALTERNTIVE\s*

RECORD\s*KEY\s*IS\s*(([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-
$]*))\s*(WITH DUPLICATES)?)*\s*FILE\s*
STAUS\s*IS\s*

(([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-$]*))(\,\s*(([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-
$]*)))*\.)?)

d: (DATA DIVISION.)\s*((FILE
SECTION.)\s*((FD|SD)\s*

(([a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-$]*))\.\s*((IS)\s*(EXTERNAL

|GLOBAL))?\s*((( [0]?[1-9]|[1-4][0-9]|66|77|88))\s*((([a-
zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9-$]*))|(FILTER))\s*( PIC)\s*[A-
Z]\(\d+\)\.)+)*)

e: PROCEDURE DIVISION.\s*(.*)

f: (FILE-CONTROL)\.(\s*((\w+)(\s*))*\.)

g: (OPEN)\s*(((INPUT)\s*(Cobvrn)+)|((OUTPUT)\s*(
Cobvrn)+)|((EXTEND)\s*(Cobvrn)+))+

The mapping technique is used to map different
patterns with the source code entities. Pattern can be
mapped to locate the organization of different files and
procedure in the source code. The domain model entities
are mapped iteratively with the source code model entities
to extract the artifacts used for program comprehension.

 Source Code Model: The source code model is developed
with program comprehension based [10] and pattern
based approaches [15]. The success of program
comprehension and pattern extraction depends on the
correct use of domain knowledge. The source code model
is developed iteratively with the help of domain model and
mapping model. Source code model gives detailed
information about the structure of the source code.
Different reverse engineering tools such as [27, 28] can
also be used to create intermediate represenatations of
source code but these tools require complete source code
without errors. We used our custom built tool DRT[26]
which is based on regular expression patterns to create
the source code model. This tool maps source code which
is incomplete and have errors. Source code model
associates the entities with directories and files in which
code is organised. The use of reverse engineering tools is
helpful to build the source code model. Some reverse
engineering tools even are capable for transforming
models from one representation to another representation
[27 28]. The higher level design and architecture related
information is extracted in the source code model by using
mapping techniques. The pattern specification language
is used iteratively to extract information used for source
code model. The following abstract pattern is used to
extract all the classes from the package of Java GUI
application.
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a: (package\s*(\w)+)|(JAllclasses) a: (/\*[\d\D]*?\*/)|(//+)
b: JClasModifiers)?\s*((class)((extends)\s*(\w)+)?\s*( b: /\*[^*]*\*+([^/*][^*]*\*+)*/

(implements)\s*(\w)+)?(\s*(,)\s*(\w+))*\s*\{)
c: ((class)\s*(\w)+\s*\{) Design Model: The design model is developed with

The   definition   of   Jaclasses   pattern   in  the above recovery approaches [18]. The information extracted from
 pattern    specification    is    abstracted   and  shown  in domain, mapping and source code models is used to build
pattern b. Similarly, the definition of class pattern in the design model. The existence of architecture and
pattern b is abstracted and shown in pattern c. The design patterns in source code gives valuable information
abstracted  pattern  definitions  are  helpful  for defining about the design decisions. Design patterns are very
new pattern specifications. The artifacts extracted   from important to understand the design decisions about the
 different   procedural   languages   to build  the  source structure of legacy systems. We extracted some design
code  model  are  presented  in  [16]. Finally,  we  map  the decisions by using our pattern extraction technique based
different  layers  as  shown  in domain  model  with  the on certain constrains. The annotations are used to extract
source  code  entities.  The mapped  layers  of  domain the pivotal points for extracting the design pattern
model  with  source  code entities are shown in figure 3. In information. For example, the regular expression patterns
the same way we can associate the different use cases I and II are used to extract the visitor and observer pattern
with the source code elements. from the legacy code. Two Observer patterns were

Whilst  building  the  source  code  model, we extrated from the same case study as discussed in source
extracted   different     comments     from     the   source code model. The class, component and package diagrams
code which give useful information to define our new of UML can be used to convey information about
pattern   specifications.   The   regular   expression structure of the software. Similarly, singleton is extracted
patterns I and II are used for extracting single line by using regular expression pattern III. It’s very difficult
comments  and  multiple  lines  comments  from  source to extract all the design information only from source code
code   respectively   as   shown   in   Fig.   2.  The if source code is not well organised which totally depends
comments are very important clues to understand some on the discipline of programmers. The existing pattern
design rational which are sometimes available in the mining tools like DPD[19] and DiEMMA[20] etc can be
source code. used to extract different design patterns from the legacy

design pattern recovery [17 31] and architecture pattern

code.

Fig. 2: RE mapping entities using source code model
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Fig. 3: Detailed architecture of proposed model

a: Accept|class\s*Visitor \* Accept operation takes a already supported by different tools and vice versa can be
visitor as an argument */ possible. Use-case recovery can be automated with

b: Update|Notify \* Update operation in Observer class proper tool support. Ontology based techniques may also
and Notify operation in Subject class. */ be used to match the patterns of source code with

c: ((class)\s*(Singleton)+\s*\{)\s*(protected|Private)? documents to extract the use cases. 
\s*(synchronized|native|final|abstract|static)?\s*(Si
ngleton)\s*(\w+)\s*(\(\s*(aa|zzz)?\)\s*((throws)\s*( Feature Model: The feature model can be developed with
\w+))?\s*\{) \* Singleton class */ feature mapping methodology FODA [21] and source

code to feature mapping technique [25]. This model is can
Functional Model: The information extracted form domain take input from the all the above mentioned models by
model, source code model and design model is further realising different requirements of users as extracted
used to build the functional model. The use case during different models. Feature model is the major source
descriptions can be extracted directly from the source of communication between the stakeholders and the
code using different mapping techniques. The use cases developers of the systems. Existing documents can play
do not provide information of non-functional very important role for validating the properties of
requirements but help to comprehend it. We can define software with the recovered information. All the
mapping between entities in the source code model functional and non-functional requirements are mapped to
(Packages, classes, methods) and entities in the different features for building feature model. 
conceptual model (concepts, hypothesis). The comments
can be extracted from the source codes which are helpful Reflection Model: The Reflection model takes input from
to improve and verify the understanding about the other models and indicates where the source code model,
functionality. The design model information is also very domain model, design model, functional and feature model
important to extract functional information. The automated differs and make a note of the convergences and
tool support from functional features to design models is divergences. The hypotheses made during different
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models are refined iteratively by comparing results of source code and other documents should also be kept in
different activities. The existing tools may also be helpful
for analysis and refinement of pattern specifications to
build iteratively the reflection model and the other models.

The detailed activities of all the models are shown in
Fig 3. The activities in different models are customizable
and the user can define different models according to his
requirements and maintenance task. The user can skip the
certain activities according to the available resources for
the legacy system. The major focus is on the integration
of various recovery techniques and tools with the
activities of process model to support in different legacy
applications

Abstraction: Abstraction step bridges gap between the
extraction and presentation steps. User can specify
different patterns at various levels of abstraction during
process of extraction. Abstraction play key role for
comprehension and mapping of artifacts which are
extracted from source code. As there is higher gap
between artifacts at source code level and artifacts at
design level. We used abstraction for reducing this gap.
For example, initially, we extracted class names from Java
source code and details about classes were abstracted.
Secondly, we refined our pattern and extracted all the
methods within each class but detail about each method
was abstracted. Similarly, we can refine patterns until we
get information at concrete level.

Presentation: Presentation step is used to visualize
artifacts which are extracted at various level of abstraction
during the extraction and abstraction steps. Different
tools present information in different formats and
reusability of information for other tools is always
questionable for reverse engineering tools. Our tool in
current structure is able to present information in text form
and in the form of different views. We visualize
information using physical, logical and rational views. We
plan to visualize extracted information using standard
UML notations as our current prototyping tool can be
integrated with Sparx System Enterprise Architect
Modeling tool as Add-In.

Related Work: Reverse engineering processes and
techniques used for recovering different artifacts from
legacy systems vary according to the nature of software
and requirement of maintainer. The generalization of
processes and techniques is always questionable. The
success of recovery task depends on the reverse
engineering  process  and  technique.  The  state  of   the

front before defining the process model. The complex
code without comments and other sources is not a good
candidate for reverse engineering. Reference[4] used
REAM for recovering different artifacts from the legacy
code. The author has defined various models to extract
information from different sources but models are not
integrated with the recovery techniques and tools.
Further, customization of different activities within
individual models is not focused.

Yijun et al., [31] presented a reverse engineering
methodology to recover goal models from legacy
applications. Authors first refactor source code and then
convert refactored source code into an abstract structured
program through statechart refactoring and hammock
graph construction. They extract goal models and non-
functional requirements from the refactored source code.
A case study is also presented to realize the concept of
methodology. Refactoring technique used by authors is
based on available comments. The presented reverse
engineering process model focus specifically on recovery
goals but it can not be generalized for recovering
information about design and functional models.

Reference [30] used reverse engineering procedure to
create new documentation for legacy applications.
Authors take program source code and extract the
requirements and detail design information. Reverse
engineering process created requirement documents and
high level design information is expressed using data flow
and control flow which is reviewed for completeness and
consistency. The process is based on all theoretical
assumptions and author did not mention any tool support
for the application of presented process model.

Abbattista et al., [5] applied their reverse engineering
process model to understand the static and dynamic
aspects of the source code. Authors have major focus on
just the ease of maintenance of the software. The major
activities are manually performed in the described model
without integration of tools. 

Murphy et al., [6] presented the software reflection
model which indicates where the source code model and
conceptual model differ. The major focus is to note
converges and divergences in the extracted source code
and conceptual model. The presented model is similar to
our reflection model but limited only to source code and
conceptual model. The reverse engineering process model
presented in this paper will be used to review the results
of conceptual model, source code model, design model,
functional model and feature models for refining our
pattern specifications iteratively to extract different
artifacts from the legacy systems.
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A reverse engineering process model is  presented  in 2. IBM Executive Brief, 2005. Legacy Transformation:
[23] and applied on a case study to extract information
from the source code. Author defined reverse engineering
process which consists of six different phases. The
process is based on the existing documentation and UML
CASE tools support which cannot be generalized. Initially,
author extract goal models from source code,
documentation and knowledge of domain experts and
then follow approach of forward engineering to extract
functional, architecture, design and source code models.
The model focuses only on object oriented software and
phases of models are not integrated with recovery
techniques and tools.

Authors define reverse engineering process as phase
of their re-engineering approach presented in [30]. The
process begins by extracting requirements and detail
design information from source code and other sources
and finally generates documentation for the examined
system. Authors claim that generated documentation can
be used for the re-engineering of legacy systems but
whole process is described at very higher level of
abstraction and it is not clear that specific tool support
will be required for the realization of process.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a customizable reverse engineering
technique for extracting artifacts from legacy applications.
Presented technique is flexible enough to extract artifacts
from muti-language source code which is not executable.
Reverse engineer can customize different activities
according to his/her requirements. The proposed
technique is still not applied completely in any real
application to validate its completeness and efficacy.
However, the partial results obtained from different
activities of proposed models are very promising and
encouraging. We have extracted different artifacts from
legacy applications using domain, mapping and source
code models very successfully. The extracted artefacts are
presented using different views. The efficiency and
effectiveness of technique will be tested for different large
open sources systems and industrial applications. The
user may extend, modify and tailor our technique to
his/her specific needs. Missing activities should be
added, those not needed may be ignored and others may
be changed.
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